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bers. Occasionally, I will  get some
promises of volunteer help, such as an
offer to write an article, or to send some
material.  Then I find myself placed in
the role of Resident Nag, trying to get
people to do what they say they will  do.
It is not a pleasant role, since I am
always asking for someone to do some-
thing for nothing. But then, I remem-
ber what I am getting paid for all this,
and I feel a li ttle better.

†††

Sometimes you go back through
li terature you’ve read before, and you
feel really stupid! A couple issues back
someone wrote with the surprising (to
me, at least) revelation that Ernst
Martin never existed, but was the
pseudonym of Johannes Meyer.  Meyer/
Martin, if you don’t know, was author
of the encyclopedic work “Die Schreib-
maschine,” the largest typewriter his-
tory in any language.

I do have a copy of this book, and
I’d like to use my lack of German as an
excuse, but can I?  The forward of the
new edition starts with this phrase:
“Als Johannes Meyer (Pseudonym Ernst
Martin)...”

†††

Speaking of German, I’m sorry to
say that Siegfried Snyder, of Syracuse,
New York, is no longer able to do our
translations for readers of that lan-
guage. Instead, Reinmar Wochinz, of
Austria, will  take over for the time
being. We will  experiment by using a
computer program to do rough “f irst
draft” translations, with Reinmar fine-
tuning them. Thanks to Siegfried for
his past work. Thanks to Reinmar for
his future work.

†††

We frequently like to share stories
about sighting of vintage machines in
movies and on TV. How, often, though,
do we get a chance to see one of our
own machines on the silver screen?

Richard Dickerson got that oppor-

A li ttle note of thanks for those of
you who write in to give me a li ttle pat
on the back occasionally. There are
times, after all, when there’s a strong
temptation to write: “This is thelast
issue of ETCetera…” and be done with
it.

Putting out a magazine for fellow
collectors is far from easy, but I basi-
cally do it because I enjoy doing it.
Financially, this is strictly a break-even
operation… or less. I do receive a
modest benefit by virtue of the “high
profile” afforded to the editor of a
collector’s magazine, but if this were all
there was to it,  ETCetera would have
ended long ago.

If I had one wish, it would be for a
greater participation from ETC mem-

tunity a while back, with the appear-
ance of one of his Olivers in Bram
Stoker’s Dracula, directed by Francis
Ford Coppola. Richard was even hired
on as “typewriter wrangler,” which
means he had to be on set to tweak the
machine just in case it didn’t work
perfectly.

I may get my own piece of Holly-
wood typewriter fame later this year. In
early August, I received a call from the
prop people working on the upcoming
remake of Loli ta, with Jeremy Irons in
the role of Humbert Humbert.

The Loli ta people, it seems, had
secured a Remington Noisless portable
for the production, but it was damaged
in shipment to location in North Caro-
lina. The production contacted me to
see if I could provide a replacement. I
happened to have a couple of these
machines on hand, so I shipped them
off with an agreement to rent them
with the promise of their return along
with a production still  showing the star
of the movie at the keyboard. When-
ever it comes through, you'll see the
picture here in  ETCetera.

†††

The British, along with the rest of us,
went ga-ga when Christies in London
sold Ian Fleming’s typewriter to Pierce
Brosnan for over $80,000. The Times
newspaper used the occasion to write a
feature article on longtime ETC mem-
ber Bernard Williams of Burton-on-
Trent. Bernard’s advice on what’s  col-
lectible and what’s not: “ If it looks like
a typewriter from ten yards away, I
don’t want it.” Bernard is always pleased
to show his collection to anyone
interesed, if you give him a li ttle no-
tice. If you’re going to be in England,
call him at 01283-656858.

†††

WHO’S FINDING WHAT?–I’d like
to put more photos in ETCetera of
good machines recently found in the
collector’s network. Have you found
something good recently? If so, please
send a photo and any details about how
you pulled in your treasure.

EDITOR’S NOTES
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Index Visible

In July, a number of collectors assembled for a get-
together in Delaware, where Tom Russo hosted the group
at the site where he keeps his extensive collection. One of
the highlights of the meeting was Dennis Clark’s display of
his newly-acquired Index Visible Typewriter.

The Index Visible, dating from 1900, has been known
to collectors only through old ads and trade li terature. The
Clark machine is the first example to be uncovered. Here
is Dennis’ description:

“The Index Visible is for the most part an index
typewriter in operation. There is a type cylinder, similar
to a Blick or Commercial Visible. The type rocks
forward to make contact with the paper and platen. A
leather loop attached to one end of a finely braided
wire, is used to hold one finger of the right hand. The
finger is moved to the proper keytop, then the finger is
used to depress the key (letter or figure) that is wanted.
All  key tops in one row are attached to a support bar,
of which there are three. The entire row of keys is
depressed at the same time. At the right side of the
keyboard there is a spring-loaded lever with a pulley
around which the wire is wrapped.  The lever is pulled
to the left (toward the keyboard) which allows for the
forward movement of the type cylinder, which will

shorten the length of the cord. At the left side of the
keyboard are two levers, one of which is for caps, and
one for figs., these sli ghtly offset a “V” at the lower end
of the type cylinder that, in turn, allows for the
alignment of the type font. When pointing to a key top,
the fine braided wire is pulled, which turns the type
cylinder. There is a very fine clock-like spring below the
type cylinder and alignment wheel, which causes the
type to return to a resting position or move back to the
next position.

“The platen is a wooden cylinder. At each end there
is a wooden ribbon spool, small in diameter. They
would not hold a large amount of ribbon. The ribbon
is stationary and moves with the platen. There are two
felt rollers to the left and right of the print point, to keep
the ribbon supplied with ink. There is also a spring-
loaded idler (felt roller) to keep the ribbon taught after
the type cylinder rocks forward and then back to a
resting position. The rubber feet look very much like
ones used on the Commercial Visible.”

The last detail tends to confirm the statement by Mares
that the Index Visible was the second product of the
company that made the Commercial Visible.

Top view of the Index Visible.
Photo supplied by Dennis Clark.
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The Colby Typewriter Papers
Part 1:The ‘Empire’ Revealed

Sandy Sellers has special interest in machines of Canadian
connection: Barr, Jackson, Horton, Bradford, Oliver, and most
recently, the Empire typewriter. This article is adapted from one
published in the May issue of the Stanstead Historical Society
Journal, and presented informally at a gathering of collectors at
Tom Russo’s in July. Subtitles for Parts 2, 3 and 4 are projected
to be “ The Adler Revealed” , “ Empire Technical Details and
Variants”  and “ The Kidder-Colby Connection”

Cradled in the hill s at the northern Vermont/Quebec
border lies the Stanstead Historical Society Museum. The
former home of C.C. Colby, it holds an invaluable resource
to the typewriter historian: the complete papers of Charles
Carrol Colby, and his son Charles William Colby.

The Colby name, and some of the history of the Empire
and Noiseless typewriters, have been vaguely known to
many typewriter collectors through the guidebook titled
The Collectors Guide to Antique Typewriters (still  available
from NOMDA, by the way). Reprinted from Typewriter
Topics of October, 1923, it contains unusually detailed
articles about the Empire and Noiseless typewriters. In
retrospect, the level of detail in those articles suggests that
they were written by C.W. Colby after spending much time
with the self-same documents now in the SHS collection.
Until  now, essentially no one in the typewriter history field
has known that the original documents still  exist.

I worked at the Museum for 3 days in June, 1994,
reviewing and selectively photcopying the C.C. Colby
business papers from 1890 to 1907. I focused only on those
that reflected C.C. Colby’s interests in the typewriter
business, the development of the Empire and Noiseless
machines, and the typewriter industry generally. I compiled
a detailed print and computer index to these documents
this past winter.

It is clear that within the Colby collection lies a truly
unique historical and human record of typewriter develop-
ment in the late 19th-early 20th Century. At least 30 years
in the adolescence of the typewriter industry is captured in
the yards of catalogued and uncatalogued business papers
of C. C. Colby and his son Charles William Colby.The
sheer volume, integrity and continuity of the collection
with respect to development of the Empire and Noiseless
typewriters is unmatched by any other collection of primary
documents in this technology domain. The only similar
collection I am aware of are the Densmore/Sholes papers
which were the basis of Richard Current’s thesis and book
The Typewriter and the Men Who Made It.

The Colby collection is to be valued from 3 viewpoints:

1)as the story of people: a special empathy develops for
those of a hundred years ago as one reads their day-
to-day correspondence. Reflected in the papers is the
character of each writer, each one alive at the time
of writing (or typing!) as you and I are now.

2)as corporate history: insight is gained about the
development of the corporate and financial struc-
tures required to sustain national and international
businesses at the turn of the century

3)as engineering history: details are revealed about the
development, mechanics and manufacture of the
Empire and Noiseless machines themselves.

Let me illustrate these 3 viewpoints using information
from the collection; and incidentally review a li ttle of the
story of the Empire typewriter.

By Alexander “Sandy” Sellers

LEFT: Charles Carrol Colby. ABOVE: ill ustration
of early Welli ngton from company letterhead. RIGHT:
Welli ngton Parker Kidder
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The ‘Empire’ People
C. C. Colby represented Stanstead for 24 years in

Parliament. Defeated at the polls in 1891 at the age of 64,
C.C. Colby had first rate financial and political connec-
tions, together with a modest amount of capital to invest.
In 1892 he met Wellington Parker Kidder through a
business acquaintance in Boston. 25 years his junior,
Kidder was already holder of patents for printing presses,
ticket numbering machines, and already had one type-
writer, the Franklin, in production. And now Kidder had
patented and commenced manufacture of a new typewriter,
the ‘Wellington’, with global market potential. What he
needed was someone with lots of ‘hustle’, capital and
connections that would carefully manage manufacturing
and distribution rights worldwide for the Wellington so
that Kidder could continue the creative and design work he
loved.

It was an ideal match. They hit it off , and quickly came
to agreement on an effective marketing arrangement:
Kidder’s Wellington Typewriter Company would continue
to market his machine in the U.S., while it would be
renamed the “Empire” for the world market. Colby gained
the authority to sell patent and distribution rights through
the rest of the world. Though their business dealings grew
a strong personal friendship that would last 15 years. He
describes Kidder in 1895 as “the most satisfactory man you
have ever had to do with. He is thoroughly frank and
ingenuous and will  impress you as a most capable inventor
and mechanic and an up-to-date level-headed man”.

There certainly were ups and downs in the Kidder-
Colby relationship: letters from 1903 and 1904 allude to
some conflicts during the time of the formation of the
Parker Machine Company, the predecessor of the Noiseless
Typewriter Company. Both of them drew on the goodwill
built up over years of association to smooth over the
disagreements.

After much preliminary work, and a few side agreements
among the principals regarding preferred shares and patent
ownership, on June 5, 1894, the Imperial Writing Machine
Company was incorporated to distribute the Empire type-
writer to Canada and the world. The original Letters Patent
are in the SHS collection.

C. C. Colby did his promotional work well, and found
shareholders to subscribe $200,000—50% of the autho-
rized share capital.

That list of shareholders reads like a who’s who of the
Montreal, and by extension, the Canadian financial com-
munity. There is heavy weighting towards those of politi-
cal, banking and railway connections including William
Van Horne [Canadian Pacific Railroad {CPR} president],
Donald Smith [a former Member of Parliament, who drove
the Last Spike for the CPR, and Bank of Montreal
president], Alex Peterson [CPR Chief Engineer], Thomas
Shaughnessy [CPR vice president, and future president],

James Ross and R. G. Reid[both major railway contractors],
H. S. Holt [railway contractor and future Royal Bank of
Canada president]. Politics figured, too: even the Speaker
of the House of Commons, Peter White, had a small
holding. Sir George Drummond, [senator, and Bank of
Montreal vice-president and future president] subscribed
$20,000, second only to Colby’s own commitment of
$53,000. Drummond became the President of the new
company.

The shareholder, director and corporate structure re-
flect cross appointments typical of that day and this. For
example, Hugh McLennan was Vice-President of Imperial
Writing Machines, but was also President of Williams
Manufacturing Company that actually made the Empire
and Wellington typewriters. Williams Manufacturing origi-
nally made sewing machines: an auspicious heritage, for the
first commercial typewriter in 1873 was made by the sewing
machine division of Remington. Williams Manufacturing,
which had factories in both Plattsburg, New York, and
Montreal, Quebec, had ended up with the Empire and
Wellington contracts after Kidder experienced quality
control problems with other manufacturers.

The ‘Empire’ Companies
How to manufacture and market the Empire/Wellington

machine in North America required relatively straight
forward corporate structures, blessed by the happenstance
that Williams Manufacturing was a single company with
manufacturing facilities in both the US and Canada. It was
not clear at all how best set up a manageable structure that
would provide an effective presence of the Empire in Great
Britain, Europe and throughout the world. Could the
European market be sustained with production facilities
based only in North America?

Almost immediately after meeting Kidder in 1892,
Colby was hustling the new invention in England, France,
Belgium and Germany—the correspondence from 1892 to
1895 reflects an unsettled period as potential capitalists,
manufacturers and distributors came to Colby’s attention as
word got out that he was searching for licensees and
manufacturers of the lucrative Kidder patents.

He was back in London late Spring and early summer
1893, and then, after the incorporation of the Imperial
Writing Machine Co., was again in Europe in late fall of
1894. Selling arrangements for machines in Great Britain
had not been settled. The pressure was on. It was not until
1895-96 that a necessary, but not totally comfortable,
combination of arrangements began to emerge.

 A suitable English manufacturer could not be found, so
a somewhat independent selling agency, The Empire
Typewriter Syndicate was established [the term ‘Syndicate’
then was a standard, and wholly innocent characterization
of something close to today’s limi ted partnerships]. The
Syndicate was responsible for sales of the Canadian made
machines in Great Britain and its colonies. The misfortune
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of this arrangement is reflected in letters complaining
about the quality of the machines Imperial Writing Ma-
chine was sending them for the next 6 years. [There is one
letter suggesting that a competitor had placed a spy/
saboteur in the English office.] By the end of 1899, there
are intimations that Imperial would take over the British
operation; on May 15, 1901, Imperial sent over their own
man, George Bland, to head up a renewed selling agency.

On the Continent, it was more complicated structur-
ally. Throughout 1894-95, a German firm in Berlin,
Ludwig Loewe & Co., was negotiating with Colby for the
European manufacturing rights but a French company
[Hurtu] wanted to make the Empire, too. December, 1895
saw the as yet unaccounted for collapse of all discussions.
Colby had to work quickly: but by March, 1896, the matter
had settled that there would be only one manufacturer: a
Frankfurt bicycle company, Heinrich Kleyer’s Adler
Fahrradwerke. The agreement Kleyer negotiated included
the right to modify and develop the design of the original
machine, as well as gaining access any new patents relating
to new machines that Kidder might develop. It was this
arrangement that laid the foundation for Adler to become
one of Europe’s largest typewriter companies.

As well, Adler would have distribution rights in Ger-
many, Italy and Switzerland. The rest of Europe was to be
served by a distribution company “The Empire”  Machine à
Écrire, based in Brussels.[An unusual and interesting part of
the Collection is a stack of unissued share certificates for
“ The Empire”  Machine à Écrire company.]

There is considerable documentation of the turf wars
that ensued over the next decade—they resulted whenever
‘Adler/Empire’ machines would turn up outside of Ger-
many, or when Canadian-made ‘Empires’ would turn up in
what Adler had considered its territory [which came to
include the Middle East, Africa, South America and the
Pacific]. It became more and more complicated as the Adler
machines developed , and progressively became a ‘different’

Early letterhead from Imperial Writing Machine Co.

typewriter with demand in the Brussels’ company territory.
Colby invested a lot of personal effort into establishing

the overseas manufacturing and selling agencies: the
problems between Adler and the Brussels distributor,
together with the continual problems with the London
Syndicate, were wearing for him. A letter of December 6,
1898 uncharacteristically gives voice to personal frustra-
tion. “ ...Looking over the whole field, I do not see anything
pleasing in any direction. For five years I have been looking
for good things to come, but as time advances the horizon
recedes. A great deal of ground has been lost by lapse of
patents and otherwise. The time is not far distant when
there will  be a break in the price of machines. I wish I were
clear of the whole typewriter business with a moderate
compensation for time, risk and trouble.

“ I hope you have something in sight that gives you more
courage, something that can be banked upon. We are
growing older every day...” .

Further information about the ‘Empire’ companies is
found on the letters themselves.Exquisitely engraved let-
terheads for Imperial Writing Machine, Williams Manu-
facturing, Wellington Typewriter Company, the Empire
Typewriter Syndicate [England], The Empire Machine à
Écrire [Belgium] and Adler Fahrradwerke [Germany] are to
be found, reflecting changes in corporate structure, physi-
cal plant, and focus.

The letterheads raise questions, too. Letters from the
Wellington Typewriter Company from 1892 to the end of
1894 show a prototype Wellington clearly different from
the production machine; Hugh McLennan’s name appears
on letterhead for correspondence dated 1900 and 1901
from both Imperial Writing Machines, and Williams
Manufacturing. McLennan died Nov 21, 1899. George
Drummond’s name is on the Imperial Writing Machine’s
letterhead for years, yet there is no mention of this
company in any Drummond biography.
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The ‘Empire’ Machine
My original goal, as yet unachieved, on coming to

Stanstead was to find the production details of the Empire
typewriter that would reveal what year a particular ma-
chine was made according to its serial number. Until  now,
even production statistics for the Empire had been un-
known to collectors. The preliminary world-wide sales
figures to 1901 for the Empire are as follows:

Year   Sales
1894-1898 5096

1899 1715

1900 2881

1901 4732

Total 14424

[Breakdowns by country are available from the author.
Sales in Great Britain exceed all other regions, including
Canada.]

These numbers cannot yet be confidently interpreted as
serial numbers, for it is still  not known if Williams
Manufacturing differentiated between production runs of
Wellingtons and Empires: they were produced in different
factories, but I am suspicious that the two factories were
allotted specific sequences of serial numbers.

For many years, Heinrich Kleyer, of Adler Fahrradwerke,
as a licensed manufacturer, and distributor, reported the
annual sales and production statistics of his typewriters to
Colby. [Kleyer produced machines with the ‘Empire’ name
to 1900, and renamed it ‘Adler’ by 1901.] These reports,
some translated, and some in the original German, are to
be found in the Collection. I have let some European
collectors know of this data being available, but have yet
to connect with a serious Adler researcher. I will  report
details of the history of Adler’s early manufacturing history
in a future article.

Many of the letters Kidder writes to Colby concern

design changes and patent histories of the Wellington/
Empire machine, and the typewriter that would after over
12 years of false starts and dreams turn into the Noiseless
[at different times it was known as ‘The Silent’ and even
‘NoDin’]. The letters are useful to trace technical evolu-
tion, and to help date a particular machine. A few letters
contain original sketches by Kidder. Also valuable are
Kidder’s comments about the design and marketing of
competitors’ machines such as the Ford, the Williams, the
Granville Automatic and more.

There is a somewhat esoteric interest in the physical
pieces of paper in the collection. Most of the letters are
typewritten originals or carbon copies. It is a safe bet that
most were typed on an Empire or Wellington—sometimes
the most up-to-date of the moment. Witness: “ ...I have the
pleasure to address you on the first regularly delivered
Wellington No. 2 from Plattsburg...” [Kidder to Colby, July
22, 1897] and “...there is room for further improvement in
the types...particularly the “t” which you can see leans to
the left” . [Kidder to Colby, April 18, 1895]. And indeed,
every single ‘t’ on that letter does lean left! One has an
immediate sense of the presence of the typist [typewriter,
they used to be called] when reading these letters.

Conclusion
I hope this li ttle article conveys a sense of the value,

depth and richness of the contribution the collection of
Colby papers holds for the typewriter historian. Realize of
course, that the typewriter enterprise was only one of many
Charles Carroll Colby pursued after 1891, and that the
business papers reflect these activi ties as well. And when
the C.W. Colby papers are fully organized, new informa-
tion on the Parker Machine Co, the Noiseless Typewriter
Co, as well as Remington and Remington-Rand will  likely
surface. We are extraordinarily lucky that the Colby family
preserved these papers for all these years—now, does
anyone know a grad student in search of a thesis topic?

One machine, two names:
The Empire & Welli ngton
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MOONMystery D

A
N

Burr oughs:

The photo shown above, submitted by Martin Howard
of Sarborogh, Ontario in Canada, inspires this look at two
Burroughs typewriters.  One is the “mystery” machine
shown, the other is the Burroughs Moon-Hopkins, one of
the oddest, most complicated contraptions ever to be called
a typewriter.

We’ll  begin with the mystery machine, since there’s
very li ttle we can say about it. It is an upstrike typewriter,
but it seems to be totally undocumented.  From the photo,
it appears to have an oddly offset ribbon, not located
directly beneath the platen as we’d expect. It is partially
enclosed, something uncommon for upstrikes, and to judge
from its general appearance it seems to be a product of the
1920’s.

We’d certainly welcome any information anyone has
about this strange, upstrike Burroughs. It is something of an
anachronism, since upstrikes had almost totally disap-
peared by the 1920’s.  Almost, but not quite, that is,
because that outdated format lived on in another Burroughs
product, the Burroughs Moon-Hopkins, sometimes called
the Burroughs General Accounting Machine, or the
Burroughs Typewriter Bookkeeping Machine.

Much of what will  follow comes from a lengthy
description of this monster in The American Digest of
Business Machines of 1924.

As you’ve probably guessed, the Burroughs Moon-
Hopkins was a combination typewriter and adding ma-
chine. The two functions were controlled by two separate
keyboards, the typewriter keyboard behind the adding
machine keyboard.

The typewriter component of this machine was a caps-
only upstrike machine with a hinged platen, described in
the Digest as similar to the Remington No. 6 typewriter.
The real complexity of this machine, however, was built
into the computing section, which, depending on the
model, had a tremendously wide range of capabilities.

The Burroughs Moon-Hopkins was equipped with
multiple registers, each of which could hold a number for
later  use or for transfer to the other registers. This made
the machine far more flexible than a simple adding
machine. The machine could be equipped with as many as
five front registers, which could be moved back and forth
on a bar to be put in position for printing. Behind the
multiple front registers was a rear register, which could hold

LEFT: unknown
Burroughts upstrike.
RIGHT: Burroughs
Moon-Hopkins
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keyboard indicates that the mathematical functions were
electrically driven as well.

The base model of the machine sold for $650, equipped
with one front register. The deluxe version had three front
registers, one of which included fractions as well as digits.
The model with 1/10 fractions sold for $950, the 1/8-
fraction version was $1000. Extra front registers were $50
each.

Burroughs, of course, was a powerhouse in the adding
machine industry. The company apparently bought this
machine from Hubert Hopkins, who invented it in 1902.
Typewriter history books li st the Moon-Hopkins as a
separate machine, but it is not clear if it is different in any
way from the Burroughs.

sums for transfer, or could be used for printing directly.
Behind the rear register was a Multiplier/Subtractor regis-
ter, which was used only as a holding point for amounts
used in those functions.

The adding section of the keyboard included a set of
number keys for adding and subtracting, a separate set for
multipying, and a wide array of function keys for manipu-
lating the sums among the different registers. Also included
were special keys to round-off fractional amounts to whole
cents, and to move decimal places as needed.

The product listing in the Digest indicates an “electric
drive with motor returned carriage mechanism.” However,
the presence of a “motor operating bar” on the calculator

TOP: diagram showing
orientation of registers on
computing portion of
machine. BOTTOM:
keybord layout
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A nostalgic cry arose from the nation’s press corps on
July 5 when the venerable Smith-Corona filed for
bankrupcy. As is usual in news events, the Fourth Estate
seemed to exaggerate matters.

Headline after headline declared the End, the Finish,
the Last Chapter, the Failure of THE TYPEWRITER with
the “demise” of Smith-Corona. Few, it seems, noticed the
facts of the story, in which S-C plans to reorganize, mean-
ing its bankrupcy may not actually be its end. Oh well,
never let the facts get in the way of a good story.

In any case, I was happy, at least, to see Smith-Corona’s
trouble focused some fresh interest on us typewriter col-
lectors. I was contacted by editors and writers from the
Associated Press, the Boston Globe and San Francisco
Examiner among others.

The bankrupcy inspired a whole series of writers to
write what, in essence, was the same article. The New
York Times and the Los Angeles Times even displayed nearly
identical headlines: “Ode to the Typewriter.” As a resi-
dent of L.A., I was pleased to see that the hometown
paper at least had fewer errors than it’s Big Apple cousin.
The NTY mislabeled a Smith Premier No. 1 as a No. 2,
saying it was produced in 1886 (and we all know the SP 1
wasn’t introduced until  1889, right?).

The New York Times also told readers the QWERTY
keyboard was developed so salesmen could type the word
“Typewriter” on the top row, and that Mark Twain was
the first writer to buy one & submit a typed manuscript.
Readers of ETCetera know that QWERTY was really the
result of an attempt to prevent typebar clashes, and that
Fannie Kemble, a Victorian actress, beat Mark Twain to
the typed manuscript record by typing her regular articles
for the Atlantic Monthly on a Sholes & Glidden.

Still,  I won’t bash the NYT too much, since writer
Francis X. Clines did provide a delightful one-paragraph
summary of typewriter development that is elegant in its
simplicity and charm:

At first the machine lingered as a clunky oddity on the
horizon as inventors studied each kink, smoothing out the
keys’ piano-like multili nk lever process so each character
could be played fortissimo, at business speed. Small inge-
nious develoments by tinkerers now quite forgotten made
the type visible to the operator instead of tucked under the
carr iage, and gave us the shift key for lower and upper case.
These leaps helped sales of the first commercial typewriter
take off for Eliphalet Remington & Sons, better known as
gunsmiths.

by
Darryl Rehr

So Long
Smith

Corona?
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tin with a plaid design. The brand
name is in bright gold, which, un-
fortunately,  does not reproduce well.
No information on the manufacturer
is shown on the tin.

6)Highlander Ribbon Tin–shown at
60% actual size. This plaid-design
tin is American and was issued by
the Cameron Manufacturing Co. of
Dallas, Texas.

NOTE: if anyone else has some “plaid”
tins to display, please send us a clean
image from a color copier and we’ll
show it in the next ETCetera

7)Regal Ribbon Tin–shown at actual
size. In the first ETCetera Color
Gallery, we displayed a whole col-
lection of red-and-black tins which
would not show well in the old

1) Moya No. 2–this very pretty photo
of a Moya No. 2 comes to us from
John Pace O’Shea, one of two type-
writer collectors now on the island
of Malta. He also sent us a vintage
photo (above) of machines at his
grandfather’s typing school in 1927.

2)Burr oughs Ad–to accompany the
Burroughs article on pages 8&9, we
present this very attractive advertise-
ment for the Burroughs “Typewriter
Bookkeeping Machine.”  Unfortu-
nately,  we can’t provide a date.

3)Oliver advertising mirr or–this spec-
tacular piece of ephemera was of-
fered to advertise the Oliver No. 3
typewriter. The image is sli ghtly re-
duced from actual size, which is
5-1/4" in length.

1
2

3
4 5 6

7 8

SALE/TRADE: Parts machines: SP4,
Oliver 3. Mediocre machines: SP 2,
Oliver 5, two Royal 5’s. Richard Polt,
3800 Victory Pky., Cincinnati, OH
45207-4443.
WANTED: elevated scale, 1 vertical
support & associated screws for Blick 7,
or complete assembly. Frank Lindauer,
1229 Beech Valley Rd., Atlanta, GA
30306.  404-876-7169.
WANTED: information about a type-
writer that types symbols of GREGG
Shorthand. Arnold Madiol, 436 Or-

ADVERITSEMENTS

4)M ascotte Ribbon
Tin–shown at 60%
actual size, this is the
first of three “plaid”
tins offered for view
in the Color Gallery.
The li ttle owls and
candles on the tin lid
add to i ts charm.
British.

5)Celtico Ribbon Tin–
shown at 60% actual
size. Another British

Gallery Notes

black-and-white Ribbon Tin Roundup.
At the time, we didn’t have room
for thi s Regal ti n f rom the
Remington family of ribbon tins.
Most Remington tins bore the “Para-
gon” brand name. This tin holds a
1-3/8" ribbon for the Remington up-
strike machines. The tin was made
by Colonial Can Co. of Boston.

8)Multi- Kopy Stamp Pad–although it
is not indicated anywhere on the tin,
this is certainly a product of F.S.
Webster in Boston, which produced
carbon paper under the “ Multi-
Kopy”  brand name. The tin was
made by one of the American Can
Co. factories, but we can’t say which,
since that part of the maker’s mark
is obliterated.

chard Ave., Grand Haven, MI 49417-
2539-09. Tel. 616-842-4572.
WANTED: will  pay $50+shipping for
an original, ivory-colored,curved name-
plate for a Hammond No. 2 Ideal. FOR
SALE : Hammond No. 12 , ex. cond.
w/base, cover. $300 +post. Robert New-
ton, 4735 Cape Arago Highway, Coos
Bay, OR 97420. Tel. 503-888-2257.
FOR SALE:Bing 2 $65, Demountable
$75, Hall $500, MW $75, New Ameri-
can No. 5 $1000, New Century
Caligraph $150, Remington 3B port.
$150,  Standard Folding $75, Sun #2
$75, Woodstock $35. Darryl Rehr,

2591 Mili tary Ave., LA, CA 90064.
Tel. 310-477-5229.
TIPS:
Rex Visible No. 4 - vg cond., works.
Rick Erion, 1798 210th St., New Hamp-
ton, IA 50659-9141. 515-394-5444
IBM Model 01 “ International”- works
fine. Ann Free, 724 Park Ave., Eli za-
beth, NJ 07208
Gundka - Joe Thomason, 150 Deer
Dr., Washington, PA 15301. Tel. 412-
225-8405.
Hammond 2 - universal, w/case. One
ribbon spool broken. Mark Yanus, RR
1, Box 304D, White Haven, PA 18661
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